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The important effect that the thermal hydraulic behaviour in a
containment can have on the "burning rate of a so&ium fire is discussed.
To explore the,nature of the convective motion induced by the'fire:and how;r
these might be affected by the. containment morphology,. calculations vit,h a
thermal hydraulic code, PHOENICS, were, carried out. This code has also.:
been used to investigate the movement . of the smoke cloud produced "by a.
fire...to support a study of the use of a venting system. Both studies are .
reported and some conclusions on the role of themal hydraulic; phenomena,.;
on sodium fire investigations are made. . ,;.,;</, .-%,
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i. INTRODUCTION' " • " ' ' . , '•" "'' ••^'•<^-"f ••'•'

In the event of a large fire, convective currents are set 14P in
the surrounding atmosphere. This motion will affect the supply oftsxygen
to the combustion zone as well as the dispersion of th4 .. smoke'•, and,
particles formed. These factors become particularly important^, the fire
occurs in a. building where its dimensions can have significant effects on
the nature of the convective movements.. • ' '
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To date, codes for the analysis of sodium fires ̂ have generally...
not, included this effect specifically and have been l>asex|'.,on heuristic
burning rates and the assumption of a well mixed atmosphere. In this^
paper we report some fluid flow code calculations to investigate the'
effect of the building on the convective motion and relate the,, results to
the consequences this might have on the combustion rat'e., ajnd smoke,
dispersal. . , -. . . '_, , .::;;.; '. ,.-:.
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The importance of convective effects on sodium fires.is that the
macroscopic burning rate is determined by the rate at which oxygen' reaches .
the sodium surface, [1]. This applies to pool, pouf or spray' fires.
Several experiments have indicated the importance of the •btjijding size
and/or the nature of the convective motion. For example Foster- e% aJ., [2].
reported that the large combined spray and pool fire tests carried <out in
the. USA had "provided cpnclusive evidence of deficiencies in the present
code predictions" using a model based on the well known "SpRAY III^ and \
SOFIRE II codes. These codes had been validated against small*, scale 'tests
but it was necessary to develop a code that included "a multinode gas
circulation'model" to simulate the.,, large tests. Data on the effects'^of.
air velocity and confinement, are available for" pool fires an^ have been
reviewed by Newman, _.[!]... Results were reported 'at the, ..last IA$A'
Specialist Meeting in Richland, USA, [3], whictt1 showed a dependence «if
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macroscopic burning rate on the "ratio of combustion and floor areas of
the vessel".

The FAUNA spray fire results, [4], highlighted the importance of
convective motion by showing that the peak pressure was obtained several
seconds after the end of the spray. This indicates that the sodium
droplets were suspended by the motion of the containment atmosphere.
Following this it is interesting to note that the PULSAR code was much
better at modelling tests vith short spray times than the longer spray
time tests.

It can be seen that the interrelation between convective smoke
motion and building morphology are of great importance. Extrapolating

from one building to another requires some understanding of how convective
motion changes with size.

Our studies do not include a model for combustion. However,
using a heat source with the same surface area as the simulated fire the
flow patterns can be predicted and so the amount of oxygen entering the
fire zone, for different building designs, can be compared.

The production of vast quantities of aerosol smoke is one of the
most easily perceived results -of sodium combustion. This smoke consists
of various sodium compounds in the form of aerosol particles some of which-
are toxic. To reduce the risk of releasing such particles into the
atmosphere the building must be designed with a suitable filtered
ventilation system. To achieve such a design it is necessary to predict
the movement of,-the smoke cloud. Thermal hydraulic computer models have
therefore been "used to assess the gross movement of smoke in large
buildings. The code which has been used is called PHOENICS.

2. PHOENICS ;

is a.commercially available, general purpose, fluid flow
computer code written and developed by CHAM Ltd, [5]. It is a
finite-difference type code that can simulate heat transfer and related
phenomena and is designed for use by physicists and engineers, without
specialist knowledge of numerical analysis and computer programming.
Simulations can be 3 dimensional, steady state or transient and can be
cartesian, cylindrical polar or general curvilinear. Partial or total
blockages within the domain can be represented by use of 'porosity'
factors. .., ' "V

• + " - . • • • •.

PHOENICS solves the finite domain equations of mass, momentum and
energy conservation. Transport laws are used to describe heat conduction,
diffusion of matter and viscous action. The algebraic equations are
numerous and strongly coupled. PHOENICS therefore solves them in an
interative 'guess and correct' manner until any imbalance is small enough
to be considered negligible.

3. THERMAL HYDRAULIC ASSESSMENT OF
TWO SIMILAR SODIUM FIRE TESTS

The PHOENICS code has been used to make a simplistic thermal
hydraulic assessment of two similar sodium fire tests. In both tests the
sodium was poured at a r^te of around 1.3 kg/s from a height of 2.5 m into
a burn pan,with a radius of about 0.4 m. The differences, however, were
in tine vessel sizes and burn pan design. The first test was in the 4.5
mV vessel at Cadarache, CEA France and reported at an International
Conference held in Guernsey, [6]. This paper also mentioned future tests
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in the 220 m3 FAUNA vessel at Karlsruhe, KfK Gerr-jy. Details of one of
these tests were received from W Cherdron, [7].

Figure 1 shows the resulting pressure curves f rorr. the two
experiments., The major difference in the results was the plateau region
observed in the FAUNA test. It is unlikely that this feature would-be
predicted by any of the sodium fire codes available without making special
assumptions. It was decided to investigate the thermal hydraulic
behaviour in order to determine if any major difference could be seen

which might explain the result. A 2D axisymmetric cylindrical analysis of
each test was made with the sodium pool and pour being represented by hot
surfaces within • the domain. The flow within the vessels thus arises
solely from buoyancy/natural convection. The streamlines for both vessels
are shown in .Figure 2. It must be stressed that although the streamlines
show re-circulations, the actual velocities Involved are generally of
order 10~3 m/s in the FAUNA vessel and 10~^ m/s in the small vessel.

For the 4.5 m3 test the pattern is dominated by two large
re-circulations above the pool. The air is cooled at the outer wall and
begins to move radially inwards. It is then forced upwards due to
buoyancy forces and to preserve continuity a further downward flow exists
towards, the containment centre.' In the larger Vessel the main features
are a re-circulation near to the roof, a re-circulation within the pan and
an overall large re-circulation brought about by the heated Centre and
cooled outside wall. Due to the width of the containment and the pan
design, air is drawn across the pan and then upwards due to buoyancy.
This air movement causes the re-circulation within the pan. This is:

trapped above the . pool and represents a volume of around 0.16 m3. This"
is approximately one tenth of the volume 'trapped* above the pool in the
smaller vessel. It is not unreasonable to assume that local oxygen
depletion may interfere with the progression of the fire .and ; possibly
explain the plateau region, By 60 seconds, when the pressure curve starts
to ri'se again, the pool level within the pan will have risen and forced
the re-circulation out.

Thus we can identify several features of the air motion which
could contribute to the behaviour seen in the two tests. Firstly, the
actual convective cells are very different with small,, closed cells
trapped close to the sodium pool in the larger containment. Secondly, the
air velocities are much, greater in the small containment. Thirdly, air
cooled by flowing down the containment wall is brought into the fire zone'
in the large test, whereas, in the small test, the air flow to the fire
zone is of hotter air, insulated from the wall. These effects all have-
the potential to reduce the combustion rate and explain the plateau in.
pressure observed. Although many simplifications and approximations have
been made, such as not modelling the presence of aerosols' or the •*:
spluttering effects at the pour start and end, it has been shown that the
containment size and geometry, can have an important influence on the
thermal hydraulics and consequently tne progression of a sodium fire.

4. SMOKE MOVEMENT IN CONTAINMENT BUILDINGS

The fluid flow code, PHOENICS, has also been used to make simple
assessments of the smoke movement, resulting from a sodium fire, within
the reactor containment building. A full multi-phase, three dimensional
model would be extremely expensive but assumptions can be made to simplify
the model so that it can be used as an engineering tool. By treating the
sjnoke as a hot gas with the same properties as the surrounding gas and
reducing the geometric detail to two dimensions, the model can be used to
assess different sizes of fire, different containment designs and assess
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the success of fire defence methods.

Figures 3 and 4 show the movement of smoke in a large rectangular
building with the fire' sited within a porous sub-region. Figure A shows
the effect on the flow patterns of introducing a barrier above the outlet
vent. The smoke must now travel further so allowing more time for the

smoke to entrain the surrounding air, cooling it and depositing the sodium
aerosol particles. This reduces the amount of particulate matter reaching
the vent and so reduces the chance of clogging the filter.

Figures 5 and 6 show the development of flow patterns during a
transient assessment of a smaller containment building. The fire is
located in an annulus below the building floor and is modelled by two
regions A and B. The smoke passes through the porous floor into the main
building and rises to the ceiling. An outlet filter is sited on the right
hand side near to the base of the building. The flow patterns after 250
seconds (Figure 5) show the smoke plume developing over the centre of the
fire annulus, rising to the ceiling and re-circulating down the cold
walls. After 700 seconds large re-circulation cells have been set up.
Because gas is expelled through the outlet vent the amount of mass in the
right hand re-circulation decreases. This causes the central plume to
move across the building towards the outlet vent, this increases the size
of the left re-circulation and causes it to pass over the top of the fire
in. region A. Because the gas passing over this region would be laden with
sodium aerosols the amount of oxygen reaching the fire would be reduced so
decreasing the burning rate. This would in turn cause less heat and smoke
to be generated in region A and so move the plume further towards region B.

This type of analysis shows the interaction between the fire and
the resultant convection flow patterns and emphasises the importance of
thermal hydraulic assessments.

5. CONCLUSION

We have argued that to understand the processes of large scale
sodium combustion and smoke movement in buildings, it is necessary to
model the thermal hydraulic behaviour. The experiments suggest that
convective motions set up in the building atmosphere can have a
significant influence on the development of the fire. Our results, whilst
based on a code which does not include a combustion model, supports this
conclusion. This influence of building morphology means thatrthe use of
codes based on heuristic parameters to extrapolate . between small scale
experiments and large fires could lead to inaccurate predictions and such
code predictions should be used with care.
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FIG.5 Velocity vectors after 250secs. FIG.6 Velocity vectors after 700secs.


